K P HORMIS
BIRTH CENTENARY CELEBRATIONS COMMITTEE
FBOA Centre, FBOA Road, Aluva 683101. Phone 0484 2628046, Email: fbrofmail@gmail.com
15.11.2017

To
All Members of
1.
2.
3.
4.

Federal Bank Officers’ Association(FBOA)
Federal Bank Retired Officers’ Forum( FBROF)
Federal Bank Executive Forum(FBEF)
K P Hormis Educational & Charitable Society(KPHECS)

LASTING FEDERAL TRIBUTE TO HORMIS SIR,

THE LEGENDARY BANKER AND VISIONARY FOUNDER OF FEDERAL BANK

BIG THANKS TO ALL
With heart felt thanks we address this communication to salute all the Federals for making the
K P Horimis Birth Centenary Celebrations into a grand Event. The turn out of federals representing
FBOA, FBEF,FBROF and KPHCES at Aluva Town Hall on 18th Oct was marvellously unique, indeed.
Age nor distance did not make any barrier to the thousand plus assembled there, marking their respect
to the Federal Legend. Beyond the Federals, almost all family members of Hormis Sir and many of our
other friends who do admire Hormis Sir too came to join the Centenary Celebrations.

Hon. Minister for Port, Govt. of Kerala Shri. Kadannappalli Ramachandran Inaugurates the Centenary
Celebrations. (From left - Shri. George C Chacko, Shri. Tom Thomas, Shri. Sethu, Shri. V S Pradeep. Shri.
Paul Mundadan, Ms. Shalini Warrier, Justice (Retd.) Cyriac Joseph, Shri. Roji M John MLA, Shri. Anwar
Sadath MLA, Shri. T P Mathai, Shri. Raju Hormis, Shri. Wilson Cyriac).
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View of the audience

Shri Kadannappally Ramachandran, Hon’ble Minister in his inaugural address profusely praised the
Founder and the Bank, applauding their people friendly stance and policies and the countless contributions
rendered by both to the society all these years. Justice(Retd) Shri.Cyriac Joseph in his commemorative
lecture and Shri. Sethu in his Keynote address also paid rich tributes to the virtues and values upheld by
Hormis Sir. While releasing the K P Hormis Memoire, Ms. Shalini Warrier COO, Fedreal Bank
rememberred the founder with great respect and reverence and presented the latest financial results
making the crowd proud of their Horims link and Federal heritage. Recollections by Shri Raju Horims
about his late father took the audience to a nostalgic remembrance of their Hormis connections.

Commemorative lecture by Justice (Retd) Shri. Cyriac Joseph
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The twenty two minute long Documentary made by Team Asianet on Hormis Sir - ’’NOT RETIRED” has taken the entire floor spell bound and made them delighted on the Hormis legacy and Federal
traditions and achievements. All of us feel much obliged to Shri Frank P Thomas , Shri K Madhavan and
the Asianet for producing the like of an eloquent Documentary of that class and caliber within such a
short span of time, making the centenary celebrations ever cherishable.

The melodious Ganamela by the Federal singers under the auspices of FLAMES, the cultural wing of
FBOA was an unforgettable sweet experience while the Thiruvathira Dance by the Lady Federals was a
delightful treat on the stage.

Thriuvathirakali by Federal Ladies
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There after, the epic drama "Lanka Lakshmi" was staged by veteran Federal artists under the banner of
"Federal Arts and Cultural Forum".

Ravana Sabha in Drama "Lanka Lakshmi"

The short drama - Lanka Lakshmi - was a splendid manifestation of stage performance by Federal
veterans a befitting crowning conclusion of the eventful K P Hormis birth centenary celebrations on the
100th birth anniversary of the Founder of the Federal Bank.

Another scene from drama "Lanka Lakshmi"

The deep commitment displayed by the members of each committee and their convenors / joint
Convenors deserves a word of special appreciation . The success of the meeting was the result of
nothing but the exemplary execution of assigned responsibilities by all those involved in the process.
Hats off to you all, our dear friends, the young and not the so young as also to the elders.
On behalf of FBOA, FBEF, FBROF, KPHECS and the Organising Committee we take this opportunity
to place on record our sentiments of gratitude to each and every one of you, for making the centenary
celebrations such a memorable event thereby making it a great tribute to late K P Hormis, the
legendary founder of the Federal Empire, the never fading light house of all Federals - Past,
Present and Future.
With warm regards,

Tom Thomas
Chairman
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Paul Mundadan
(FBOA)
Convenor

George C Chacko
(FBROF)
Convenor

Babu Thomas
(FBEF)
Convenor

T P Mathai
(KPHECS)
Jt Convenor

